
Robert Hoeschele’s speech – ‘FREE STATE OF BAVARIA’

It fills me with pride to be here with you. We are all here because we are reclaiming 
our FREEDOM in our FREE STATE. 
75 years ago, one year after the violent end of the inhuman Nazi dictatorship, the 
constitution of the FREE STATE of Bavaria came into force.
75 years ago, life in Bavaria was put on a liberal and democratic foundation for the 
second time.
75 years ago, in the midst of towering mountains of rubble, in the midst of burnt-out 
churches, theatres and museums, in the midst of mass graves and millions of 
wounded, displaced and deported, in the midst of bombed-out people, homeless and
destroyed in the soul, the following PREAMBLE preceded the constitutional text: 
„In the face of the scene of devastation into which the survivors of the Second World 
War were led by a godless state and social order which lacked any conscience and 
respect for human dignity, with the firm intention of permanently securing for the 
future generations the blessing of peace, humanity and justice, and mindful of its 
history of more than a thousand years, the Bavarian people herewith bestows upon 
itself the following Democratic Constitution.“ 
But 75 years later, the FREE STATE and its people are in an eleven-month prison 
(which resembles a labour camp), which the government calls LOCKDOWN. ....
75 years after the end of the trials against the main war criminals in Nuremberg, the 
"... INVIOLABLE AND INALIENABLE HUMAN RIGHTS..." are being violated and the
"... fundamental rights which are untouchable in their essence...“ are touched, and 
hygiene and repression are placed above human freedom.
...
76 years after the liberation of extermination and concentration camps, such as 
Auschwitz and Dachau, laws are passed that prescribe the INTERNMENT of people.
...
77 years after the execution of the PATRIOTS of Conscience around Count von 
Stauffenberg (a native of Bavaria!) and 78 years after the beheadings of the 
HEROES of the WHITE ROSE here in Munich/ Stadelheim, people are again being 
EXECUTED "publicly" in the media, because they dare to contradict the official 
"TRUTH"; officials are transferred and suspended, because they dare to fulfil their 
solemnly vowed oath to the Constitution and follow their conscience. 
86 years after the promulgation of the Nuremberg RACE LAWS, people in this 
country are once again talking about the division of people into valuable and less 
valuable, people with more and people with less FREEDOM.
NO... it is also announced by the Chancellor at prime time. 
88 years after the sky-high blazing pyre of books by world-famous intellectual greats,
also here in Munich on Königsplatz, as the beginning of the cultural barbarism of the 
Nazi dictatorship, accounts of so-called „Corona Deniers" are now blocked and 
deleted, high-ranking scientists of world renown are denigrated in German media, 
also and especially in the public sector, as “Gibberish Talkers“, “Conspiracy 
Theorists" and “Scientifically lost", publicly pilloried, only to be burned with hateful 
fervour by "gullible" people. 
And that is why we are standing here firmly together to declare to THE WORLD and 
HISTORY that a totalitarian State-and-Social-Order WITHOUT G_D, WITHOUT 
conscience and WITHOUT respect for human dignity is in the making!
And that is why we are standing here firmly together to declare THE WORLD and 



HISTORY that we will not fall into the sleep, prescribed by federal and state 
governments, into which the private and public media are trying to lull the rest of the 
population. ¶ 
We will not look away! We will not turn our ears away! And we will not cringe before 
the state violence, which has no basis in the BASIC LAW (of the German de facto 
Constitution)). And we refuse to accept that our FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS, our 
inalienable God-given human-rights, are forfeited or temporarily - but indefinitely 
- suspended! 
And to those who have stayed at home, for whatever reason, we call from Munich:
NOW IS NO TIME to manipulate masks so you can still breathe!
NOW IS NO TIME to hide behind contradictory explanations of the so-called experts!
NOW IS NO TIME to rush into work like a blind man, because you think you can 
save yourself from the economic catastrophe that is rolling towards us! 
NOW IS NO TIME to despair that a single individual can do nothing, 
AGAINST the empty faces behind the masks!
AGAINST the aggressive mask fetishists who have been pushed into this irrational 
fear, even apocalyptic fear of death, by the media and governments!
AGAINST the disproportionate harshness of the police, in the enforcement of the 
fascistic regulations and rules of the Infection-Protection-Act, in which many officials 
themselves do not believe and ONLY out of misunderstood DUTY OF LOYALTY 
enforce them against all reason and even their own intuition. 
A ghost is haunting Bavaria and the whole world! A spectre of totalitarian 
dictatorship of corporate trusts and corporations! A soulless monster that 
makes scientists and politicians submissive! A Leviathan of ABSOLUTE 
POWER! 
And there is NO TIME to indulge in the illusion that it will eventually be over! 
For it will only be over if the powerful of this world, with their tens of trillions of euros, 
dollars or yuan, with their patents on life, with their foundations and companies,
with their NEW NORMAL with total surveillance,
with their NEW NORMAL controlling of all areas of people's lives, 
with their NEW NORMAL destroying natural and individual health,
with their NEW NORMAL with total control of the flow of money flows and all 
personal economic relations,
will have ACCOMPLISHED their NEW NORMAL of an almighty world government. 
OR...... you move out of your SELF-INFLICTED IMMATURITY; out of the armchair in
front of the screen; out of the echo chamber of the illusory worlds of Social-MEDIA; 
out of the mendacious relationships and networks that only serve your so-called 
Social-Ascent, with more consumption and even more false admiration by people 
whom you even despise in your heart. 
NO, AFTER THIS DAY TODAY WE WILL NOT COME BACK TO COWARDLY AND 
CHEAP "BUSINESS AS USUAL"! 
I, and all of us here, are aware that in our democratic FREE STATE, with all its great 
laws, the political parties and the lobbyism have an incredible, unhealthy and 
perhaps also a pathological might.
Political Parties whose internal structures can be described at best as OPAQUE and 
in the worst case as "tangled" and lobby-groups who can buy everyone with all their 
money. And in one of these POLITICAL-PARTIES, a man driven by an insatiable 
greed for power has prevailed. A greed that - and many political observers have 



agreed on this for decades - will NEVER give rest until the last step to Absolute- 
Power has been scaled. 
But the Absolute-Power is a game with fire. It is a fire that not only consumes the 
PLAYER at the end, but also his "toy". It is also a game with the poisonous "snakes" 
of the means that are supposed to sanctify the end. BUT that's a lie! A lie as old as 
the world. 
If a prime minister ever uses the means known only from reports of "totalitarian" 
autocracies, if he incites generations against each other, if he declares children 
murderers of their grandparents, if he KNOWINGLY makes decisions that cause 
unimaginable damage to our FREE STATE, both material and, and - above all - 
immaterial, to its innermost democratic core, then EVIL is at work. Then, in the end, 
BAVARIA will be deliberately sacrificed for his ambition to become Chancellor of 
Germany. 
That is why I call on the 205 members of the Bavarian Parliament to use Article 44 of
the Bavarian Constitution immediately to remove Dr. Markus Söder from office and 
to elect a more capable man or woman from the other deputies as a replacement for 
the worst-ever Prime Minister of Bavaria. For the BENEFIT of all in the FREE STATE
OF BAVARIA, whether woman or man, whether child or old, whether Bavarian, 
German or migrant. So that BAVARIA and its CHILDREN do not have to suffer any 
longer from the terrible measures of Dr. Markus Söder! 
In Mark's Gospel chapter 9 verse 42 it is clearly stated: "Whoever seduces one of 
these little ones who believe in me into evil would be better if he were thrown into the
sea with a millstone around his neck." Words of the Lord. Praise be to God! 
Your courageous fellow fighters for our FREE BAVARIA! The BAVARIA of cordiality 
and laughter! The BAVARIA of loud and cheerful FESTIVALS! The BAVARIA of 
openness and mutual trust! The BAVARIA of LIVE AND LET LIVE!!! Which, despite 
the PLAGUE, CHOLERA, Spanish ‘FLU and all the other terrible real epidemics, has
excellently survived everything. And yet a human and godly BAVARIA has remained.
You FREE BAVARIANS, from your midst have always come WILD, REBELLIOUS, 
FREEDOM-LOVING people and no compliant subjects or slaves. 
You brave, STRUGLE for freedom on the Isar, Danube, Main and Lech! STRUGLE 
in the Alps, the Rhön and on the Franconian-Alb! STRUGLE on the Schneeberg, the 
Nebelhorn and the Arber! STRUGLE at the Chiemsee, at Lake Constance and at the
Rothsee! Because it's about EVERYTHING!
You brave ones, gather FRIENDS of FREEDOM around you: 
In Upper and Lower Bavaria! In Swabia and in the Allgäu! In the Upper Palatinate 
and the Bavarian Forest! In Upper and Lower Franconia! And don't forget Middle 
Franconia! Gather people around you! YOUNG and OLD! Women and men! People 
from Bavaria and people from all over the world in your cities and villages! In 
marketplaces and in the streets! Families and lonely people! People with work and 
without work! People with COURAGE and anxious people! Freelancers and civil 
servants! People with light skin and people with dark skin! 
... We are all Bavarians! We are all tired of being prisoners of Dr. Markus 
Söder! We are all people of freedom and self-responsibility and we know what 
makes life precious, and that there is also illness and death in life! But we 
don’t let our lives be forbidden just because Dr. Söder presents himself as the 
supreme saviour of the fatherland! 



And that's why here today we IMMEDIATELY end this MADNESS of a pandemic that
is not a pandemic in is TRUE SENSE.
A pandemic in which, according to WHO guidelines, it is not the sick with symptoms 
or the deaths that count, but ONLY the number of "cases" that count, whic, as we all 
know, means only that they have TESTED positive!
A pandemic that has been exaggerated into a WORLD PANDEMIC with the help of a
ridiculous and scientifically untenable PCR test.
A pandemic, when in the course of the supposed fight against it, millions of people 
have died cruelly, lonely and abandoned – and continue to die.
A constructed pandemic that serves only the GREAT RESET proclaimed by Klaus 
Schwab and the undemocratic TRANSFORMATION of functioning democracies into 
CORPORATE-DEPENDENT state constructs modelled on totalitarian Communist 
China. 
And therefore open up all shops and facilities of public life! Be courageous and do 
not obey the orders contrary to the Basic Law! Be in solidarity with those who are 
attacked by the authorities! Be level-headed and do not be provoked!
It is your right to BREATHE FREELY! 
It is your RIGHT to exercise the fundamental rights of the Basic Law FREELY and 
without any restriction, because this is what the mothers and fathers of the Basic 
Law wanted, so that NEVER AGAIN A GERMAN STATE CAN PLACE ITSELF 
ABOVE THE INDIVIDUAL HUMAN BEING! 
God be with You, You Land of Freedom! 


